‘MyPillow Guy’ sued over election ‘lies’

Talking Points
1. What do these cartoons say about MyPillow founder Mike Lindell being sued for $1.3 billion for claiming Dominion Voting Systems rigged the election?
2. Do you think the company can prove Lindell participated in a “Big Lie” that ex-President Trump lost because of voting fraud?
3. Which two Trump campaign lawyers allegedly tried to duck summons for similar lawsuits?
4. Did lawyers ever prove in court that the “election was stolen?”
5. What is defamation?
6. Do such lawsuits limit freedom of speech? Why or why not?

Between the lines
"No amount of money can repair the damage that's been done by these lies, which are easily disproved. Hundreds of documented audits and recounts have proven that Dominion machines accurately counted votes.” - Dominion lawsuit.
https://www.decaturdaily.com/mypillow-guy-sued-for-1-3-billion-over-election-claims/article_337ed220-d1cf-5a3a-9b87-75684b1374e.htm

Additional resources
- More by Steve Sack
  https://www.cagle.com/author/steve-sack/
- More by Rick Mckee
  https://www.cagle.com/author/rick-mckee/
- Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
  http://editorialcartoonists.com/